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Learning

� Learning
� Somewhat permanent change; due to experience

� Classical Conditioning
� Automatic learning, not controllable – body’s 

automatic responses are associated with new 
stimuli

� Video: DP Learning 5:25-8:25

� Examples: food -> saliva

Classical Conditioning

� Unconditioned stimulus (UCS): event/object 

that causes a response naturally (without 

learning)
� Example: food

� Unconditioned response (UCR): a response 
that naturally occurs to an event/object
� Example: saliva

� Neutral stimulus (NS): an object/event that 
does not naturally bring about the response
� Example: bell

Classical Conditioning

� Conditioned stimulus (CS): a stimulus whose 
response occurs because it was paired with 
an UCS (previously a NS)
� Example: Bell once it causes saliva

� Conditioned response (CR): the previously 
UCR that now occurs to a CS
� Example: saliva in response to bell

� Higher Order conditioning: a NS becomes a 
CS through repeated pairings with a 
previously CS
� Example: time of day causes excrement
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Classical Conditioning

� Extinction: weakening/suppression of 
previous CR – disassociation of CS & UCS
� Example: no more saliva in response to bell 

because bell is not paired with food

� Spontaneous Recovery: reappearance of a 
previously extinguished CR
� Example: one more fit for candy

� Video: Clicker Training 0-4:00, 6:36-end

Classical Conditioning

� Stimulus generalization: learned response 
to stimuli that are like the original CS
� Example: asking all adults for money

� Stimulus discrimination: learned response 
to a specific stimulus but not to other 
similar stimuli
� Example: singing notes on pitch

� Discriminative stimulus: stimulus that 
provides an organism with a cue about the 
likely outcome of behavior
� Example: late depending on who is the manager

Operant Conditioning

� Operant Conditioning
� Semi-automatic learning, behavior that is 

controllable – behavior is based on consequences 
(rewards or punishments)

� Video: DP Learning 15:34-17:50

� Practice: reward & punishment
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Operant Conditioning: Practice

� Reinforcement: consequence that increases 

likelihood of behavior
� Positive reinforcement: adding a desirable 

stimulus; strengthens a response

� Negative reinforcement: taking away an 
undesirable stimulus; strengthens a response 

� Punishment: consequence that decreases 
likelihood of behavior
� Positive punishment (by application): adding an 

undesirable stimulus; weakens a response 

� Negative punishment (by removal): taking away a 
desirable stimulus; weakens a response

Punishment

� Problems
� may be forgotten

� punisher not always around

� avoid punisher instead of behavior

� encourage lying

� fear and anxiety hinder learning

� models aggression

� More effective
� immediately follow behavior, be consistent, 

paired with reinforcement of the right behavior, 
naturally occurring if possible

Operant Conditioning

� Primary reinforcer: reinforcement that 
satisfies a biological need, such as food, 
water, attention, and sex 

� Secondary reinforcer: reinforcement whose 
value is learned such as money or material 
possessions

� Shaping: reinforcement delivered for each 
step closer to the desired response
� Example: house training a puppy

� Exercise: ID operant or classical conditioning
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Lisa’s boyfriend wears his good cologne 

every time he takes her somewhere nice. 

Eventually, just smelling the cologne (even 

on other people) makes Lisa happy. 

� What kind of conditioning is in this example?

� How can you tell?

� What will happen if they get into a fight every 

time they go out somewhere nice?

Conditioned Emotional Response (CER): Describe 

the associations you have (feelings, reactions) with 

each object/situation

� Seeing red pen on an assignment

� Announcement of a test in class

� Seeing a bill that is due

� Hearing a car in the drive/pulling up

� Seeing the refrigerator

� Smelling the perfume/cologne of a loved one

� Hearing the phone ring

� Your alarm clock

� Smelling food cooking

� Hearing your name being called

Activity

� Managers of nursing homes often report 

that family members and friends are 

uncomfortable when visiting, and so come 

less often.

� What are the events, sights, smells, noises, etc. 

that come to be associated with nursing homes?

� What can be done to change the association?
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Schedules of Reinforcement

� Fixed ratio (FR): reinforcement occurs after a 

predetermined number of responses

� Ex. Paid after every 5 pieces you make

� High response rate, slows after reinforcer

� Variable ratio (VR): reinforcement occurs 

unpredictably; the ratio varies

� Ex. Paid after random # of pieces you make

� High response rate, no pause after reinforcer, very 

resistant to extinction

Schedules of Reinforcement

� Fixed interval (FI): reinforcement occurs after 

a predetermined amount of time has elapsed

� Ex. Paid salary after every 7 days you work

� Responses increase near reinforcer but drop off 

after reinforcer and during interval

� Variable interval (VI): reinforcement occurs 

unpredictably; the interval (time) varies

� Ex. Randomly stop by and paid if you are working 

right then

� Low but steady response rates

� Practice: ID schedules of reinforcement

Other kinds of learning

� Insight: sudden understanding of how 

things are related

�Example: hiring committee

� Latent: learning that you are unaware of 

until you need it

�Example: location of bathroom

� Observational: learning by watching

�Example: vending machine

� Cognitive maps: where things are, how to 

get to places
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Behavior Modification ABCs

� Antecedent: identify & decrease stimuli that 

trigger a behavior or make it more likely

� Behavior: identify & encourage 

incompatible behaviors – behavior that’s 

difficult to do at the same time as the 

undesirable behavior

� Consequence: look for & decrease 

consequences of the behavior that reinforce 

the undesirable behavior

Anxiety Disorders

� Generalized Anxiety Disorder
� persistent, uncontrollable, free-floating anxiety, 

motor tension, autonomic hyperactivity, vigilance

� Panic Disorder
� recurrent, sudden and unexplainable panic 

attacks with 4+ of: difficulty breathing, dizziness, 
trembling, terror, sense of doom, heart 
palpitations

� Phobia
� intense, irrational fear and avoidance of a specific 

object or situation

Anxiety Disorders

• Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
� intrusive, repetitive, fearful thoughts (obsessions) 

and/or urges to perform repetitive behaviors 
(compulsions)

� Biological Factors
� natural predisposition to fear gone overboard, NT 

imbalance (too little NE, GABA, SE)

• Environmental Factors (stress, faulty thinking 

processes, unrealistic self-image)
� Generalized Anxiety: no support systems
� Panic: maladaptive learning
� Phobia: personal experiences, modeling
� OCD: modeling
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Normal

OCD

Prognosis

• Untreated anxiety tends to get worse and influence 

more behavior due to negative reinforcement

• Phobia: complete recovery for 85% of people 1st

systematic desensitization, nearly all if repeated

• Anxiety: many can control symptoms with cognitive 

behavioral therapy techniques, severe requires 

maintenance drug therapy

• OCD: mild cases can control with cognitive 

behavioral therapy, moderate or severe require 

maintenance drug therapy

Dissociative Disorders

• Dissociative Amnesia
� can't recall information related to a traumatic or 

highly stressful event (selective to incident)

• Dissociative Fugue State
� sudden, unexpected travel from home, can't recall 

their past or personal identity

• Dissociative Identity Disorder
� 2 or more distinct personality states where 

different states recurrently take control of the 
host.  The host’s memory of events experienced 
as other personalities is dependent on 
relationship with alters.
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Dissociative Disorders

• Biological Factors

� Not sure; can easily dissociate

• Environmental Factors
� High anxiety or traumatic experience

• Prognosis
� Amnesia and Fugue often spontaneously recover
� Dissociative Identity Disorder rarely recover 

(integration usually unsuccessful) but can manage 
symptoms, relationships

Somatoform Disorders

• Belief of physical illness without actual 

physical ailment
� Hypochondiasis: constant worry about illness
� Somatization Disorder: show of worry about 

specific symptoms for medical attention
� Conversion Disorder: unexplained CNS disruption, 

e.g., paralysis

• Biological Factors: None

• Environmental Factors: anxiety, reinforcement 

during illness, cognitive magnification of 

bodily changes


